Abatract--Consider a nondecreasing nonnegative integrable function f on [0, 1] . Draw an independent sample (X1,Y1) ..... (Xn,Yn) of size n from the uniform distribution under f, and let Nn be the number of records in the sample, where (Xi,Yi) is a record when, for all j # i, either Xj > Xi or l~ < Yi. We study the dependence upon f of the constant C in the asymptotic formula ENn " CV/'ff, and show that whenever f2 f0 > 0, Nn/ENn --* 1 in probability. The results are related to the expected time analysis of algorithms for finding the collection of all records (i.e., the maximal layer).
We say that (Xi, Yi) corresponds to a record (or is a record) if Y~ = max{Yj : Xy _~ Xi}. Let N, be the number of records in a sequence of length n. In this paper, we are interested in the behavior of N~. In particular, we will obtain
• the first term in the asymptotic expansion of N~; • explicit inequalities related to Vat N~ and EArn;
• a weak law of large numbers stating that Nn/EN, ~ 1 in probability, as n -~ oo.
Some of these results require a certain smoothness on the part of f. Interestingly, the weak law of large numbers is universally valid. In the particular case f -1, N~ is distributed as the number of records in an i.i.d, sequence of continuous random variables, and its properties are well-known (see, e.g., [1] ). Among these, we cite: THEOREM I. Let f be absolutely continuous on [0, a) for all a < I. Then li i2f--i.
The right-hand-side in the inequality of Theorem I can be oo for functions f with an unbounded peak as z I" 1. Furthermore, under slight regularity conditions, equality is reached and, in fact, Nn/ENn ~ 1 in probability. The curves for which we have no specific answer in this paper include the non-smooth curves, and those with a large infinite peak as x T 1. In the latter case, it is for exmnple possible to have rates of increase that are between ~ and O(n). However, we always have the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. For any f, EAr, = O(n).
The motivation for this paper is triple: first of all, the model generalizes the standard model with f -1 and takes a time factor into account. Second, records correspond to points on the maximal layer of the sample; the maximal layer is an object that has received some attention in computational geometry (see [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ). The expected size of the maximal layer in ]id is studied in [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Third, the properties of Nn are essential in the analysis of the expected time taken by certain algorithms for computing the maximal layer of a cloud of points.
TWO BASIC LEMMAS
In the remainder of the paper, we will need a fundamental fact about the differentiability of monotone functions. We have the following lemma. In part (c), fac represents the absolute continuous portion of f and fs the singular portion. When f is absolutely continuous, we see that fff f' = f(y) -f(x) for all 0 < x < y < 1.
Let A(x,y) be the set defined by {(u,v) : 0 < u < x, y < v < f(u)}, and A(X,Y) be defined similarly provided that (X, Y) is distributed as (X1,Y1). Thus, (Xi, Y~) defines a record if and only if A(Xi,]~) contains no (Xj, Yj) with j # i. We have the following lemma.
where p is the uniform probability measure on A(1,0).
SOME PROOFS AND REMARKS
Note first that f: f(z)dz < oo, for otherwise, we would not be able to define a uniform distribution on A in view of the fact that fA dz dy = fl o .f(z) dz. We will call the given area of A ,~. It is possible to have f vff r = oo. In that case, Theorem 1 shows that EN.
An example is furnished by f(z) = 1/(1 -z)logl+~(1/(1 -x)) for ~ > 0. Such functions necessarily have an infinite peak at one. However, there are functions with an infinite peak for which f V0 v < oo. It should also be noted that for purely singular functions, we have f ~ = 0 since f~ = 0 almost everywhere. For such functions, EN, can tend to oo at any rate between log n and o(n). The functions with an infinite peak can attain any rate between ~ and o(n).
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. From Lemma 2, we note that 
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By Lemma 1, it suffices to consider only those x E (0, 1) for which fl exists and is finite and positive. Let 0 < e < f'(z) be arbitrary. Then, by the existence of f'(x), we have for all 6 smaller than some A = A(z, e),
Uniformly over all y < f(
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When we condition on Mi, the expected number of maximal layer points among the Mi points just marked is at least HM, > log(1 + Mi) (Theorem 4). Thus,
(Jensen's inequality) Now let 6 tend to zero. | The lower bounds collected thus far show that there are two processes at work. The smooth increases as measured by f' contribute to the coefficient of a vrff term. Abrupt points of increase of f are counted in a coefficient of a log n term. The latter phenomenon is somehow similar to one seen in the study of the expected number of maximal layer points for uniform distributions in a staircase-shaped polygon with k steps, which grows as a constant times k log n (for a similar result for the number of convex hull points in a k-gon, see [20] ). We note that in Theorem 5, A6 can be oo. In such cases, we can attain any rate of convergence between log n and o(n). This is slightly annoying, since these counterexamples can be chosen in such a way that there are a countable number of points of increase of f, and f' = 0 elsewhere, as in infinite staircases. Thus, the lower bound of Theorem 3 cannot possibly have a similar-looking universal upper bound, except perhaps under smoothness conditions on f.
A Class of Counterexamples
Partition [ (3, 1] into intervals of length 1/2 i, i = 1, 2,..., the smaller intervMs to the right of larger intervals. On the ith interval, let f take the value ai = 2 i ci, where ci is to be specified.
We want the integral under f to be one, so we require
We also require that ci >_ ~ ci-t so that ai T. Observe that the ith interval contributes at least one maximal layer point if at least one j exists for which Xj falls in the i th interval, and Yj E (ai-1, ai] (a0 --0). The probability of this event is
ifci>_--.
--n 'Ihke ci "., i -a for some p > 1. Then the number of i's for which ci >_ 3/n grows at least as (n/3) 1/p. Thus,
This can be pushed as close to o(n) as desired by decreasing p to 1. Observe that f' is identically zero except at the borders of the intervals. Also, f necessarily exhibits an infinite peak at one. 
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From the first part of the theorem, we see that for every e > 0, there exists a constant M such that PROOF. We introduce Ai, the set of all z,y for which y _< f(z), yet z < Xi and y > Yi. h is the indicator function of the event that Ai does not capture any of the (Xj,I~), 1 <_ ] <_ n,j ~ i.
E(Ns[iJD<--(I+e)~/~ /f(ff~_'f(o,)V/'I~IIS'>-M+[J[I'sI<M,
where p is the uniform probability measure on {(z, y) : 0 < z < I, 0 < y < f(z)}. symmetry in our problem,
By the
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Assume that n _> 2, and let B denote the event that (X2,Y2) is a maximal layer point among those points with X2 > XI,YI < Y2 <_ f(Xl). Let C denote the event that (X2,Y2) is a maximal layer point among those points with X2 > XI, Y2 > f(Xl). Let SI be the rectangle defined by YI < Y _< f(X1), and XI _< z < I, and let IS~I be the number of (Xi, Y/) pairs in $I: conditional on (X1, YI), this is binomially distributed with parameters n-1 and p(SI). We will also need the inequality n-1
By symmetry, E/~/2 = 2EI1 I~ Ix,<x.
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We used the fact that the expected number of maximal layer points for an i.i.d, sample of size k k 1 < 1 + log b. Combining these drawn from a uniform distribution on the unit square is ~'~i=1 ~" -bounds shows that N.
---* 1 in probability EN.
as n ~ ¢x~. In particular, this is true whenever f~ f'(x) dz > O. Theorem 1 follows directly from Theorems 3 and 8 and Chebyshev's inequality. In the vast majority of the cases, we have liminf,_.o¢ EN,,/Vrff > 0, so that the weak law of large numbers indeed applies. This is important to know, since it means that the expected value is a good indicator of the size of the maximal layer. It also means that the actual asymptotic value of second order quantities such as the variance of N,, is less important, except perhaps in situations in which one wants to construct some kind of statistical test or confidence interval.
A GENERAL UPPER BOUND
The upper bounds provided so far assumed a certain smoothness on the part of f. Basically, we have treated functions that consist of a finite number of Lipschitz, convex, or concave pieces. Without any smoothness conditions, it remains nevertheless possible to bound EAr, from above in useful manners. The following lemma will be useful. which is a contradiction. Thus, Di and Ei are both rectangles. Furthermore,
We will use this inclusion in a nonoptimal manner since some Ci's may overlap:
Furthermore, both a/b/and a/b/+i are less than or equal to p. Thus, A(Sp) does not exceed
subject to the abovementioned constraints. We will maximize
We have
(by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)
A similar argument remains valid if the bi's are replaced by bi+l. Thus, A(Sp) < 2p + 3x/p F. |
The following theorem partially overlaps with results in [16, 21] . 
|
Observe that the upper bound is scale-free, and does not require any smoothness assumptions regarding f. Theorem 11 provides the main tools to the problem of bounding EArn whenever f has an infinite peak at one. A typical result, one of many possible such results, is the following. 
